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lvlEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FRO:Y~:

SUBJECT:

Statem.ent on Nuclear Policy

The Quehtion at Hand
A d:raft statement ha.s been prepared for release that would lay out your
new policies and irnple:menting actions to control the risk of nuclear
proliferation and to atldrcss some of the problems faced by domestic
nuclc<u- pow·er as .regards the back end of the fuel cycle.

Althotcgh not intended to do 'so, by giving Presidential acknowledg1nent
to the ri.sks of proliferation and by expressing cauHon with regard to
dmncstlc re:t:;rocesdng, !:he staternent rnay be construed uy son:1e as
b~;ing 11 anti nucle:Jr''•
Conceivably this could affect: Llw nuclear
moratori.a votes in seven states on November 2 and have some ilnpact
on your election Eupport in those states having m.ajor nuclear industries.
On the other hand, the media and Governor Carter have been making an
issue over the lack of public action on the Adn:1inistration' s part in this
area, and Carter 1c1igbt again play on this therne in Friday night's debate.
Also, there have been a series of leaks c:md follow up stories Jnisrepresenting your new policy position by implying that you intend a $1 billion bail-out
of the consortium owning the incomplete reprocessing plant at Barnwell,
South Carclina.. Until your statement is released, these misrepresentations may persist.
Your decision is needed on whether or not to release the nuclear statement
now (before the third debate) or to wait, possibly until after the election.

Bob Fri reported to you on nuclear non-proliferation, reprocessing, and
waste disposal in early September. Based on your decisions, the following
actions are proposed:
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a new statement on U.S. nuclear policy would be made by you,
we \Vould indicate our continuing support of nuclear power,
while taking specific new actions to control the sensitive aspects of
the nuclear fuel cycle in other countries,
we would reorient our own approach to reprocessing, mainly because
of the international risk of proliferation connected with a businessas-usual attitude toward reprocessing and the diffusion of reprocessing
technology,
reprocessing in the U.S. would only proceed if the economics warrant
it and if the proliferation risks can be demonstrably controlled,
the government would assist in a commercial scale reprocessing
demonstration-- possibly with foreign participation and under IAEA
safeguards -- to 1neet our domestic and international objectives,
the government will proceed with a demonstration facility for the
storage of radioactive ~vastes.
The specific initiatives to give force to these actions involve several
international proposals, new criteria for U.S. nuclear .exports, and a
conunitrnent to certain donwstic programs. Internationally, we will
make a major comn'litment of financial and scientific resources to
strengthen the IAEA. We will also explore with other suppliers, and
with consuming nations when appropriate,
offering assured reprocessing and enriclunent services in lieu of
providing sensitive facilities, and, in certain cases, repurchasing the
spent fuel of consmning nations where a significant proliferation risk
exists,
a three-year supplier moratorimn on the transfer of sensitive nuclear
·technology and facilities while a new control regime is developed,
coordinating among the suppliers the provision of nuclear fuel to avoid
commercial advantage or disadvantage,
storing plutonium and spent fuel under international custody,
upgrading international standards for physical security of nuclear
facilities, and
sanctions in the event of safeguards violations.
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Nationally, we will:
establish new criteria for judging our nuclear exports, giving
strong preference to recipients who are NPT parties or accept
lAEA safeguards on all their nuclear facilities, who forego
reprocessing, and who put their plutonium under international
custody,
undertake to resolve existing uncertainties concerning reprocessing,
recycle, and waste disposal, and
pursue technological alternatives to reprocessing.
Following your decision, State contacted the foreign ministers of the other
major nuclear suppliers (France, UK, FRG, Canada, Japan, and the
USSR) to notify them of your basic decisions, to outline the several
specific international actions that we would propose to achieve greater
nuclear restraints and controls, and to solicit their comments and a
general indication of support. Although guarded in their responses,
these states will not object to our initiatives and can be expected to
support n'lany after there is· a fuller understanding of our proposals.
Where there were specific sensitivities, State has worded the draft
statcn1cnt to avoid an <;.dverse reaction abroad.
Dr.aft Sta ternent on Nuclear Policy

A draft statement has been prepared to enunciate your decisions and the
implementing actions (Tab A). U.S. assistance for a reprocessing
de1nonstration must be carefully handled because it can be perceived as
being in conflict with our international thrust against premature reprocessing and because of public speculation that it is a "bail-out" for
the partially completed privately-owned AGNS reprocessing facility at
Barnwell, South Carolina. The statement explains the decision to
proceed with reprocessing as necessary to resolve several uncertainties,
particularly those relating to the international role in reprocessing.
By addressing the non-proliferation risks of nuclear reprocessing as
well as its economic and safeguard uncertainties, you may be perceived
by the nuclear industry as undercutting nuclear power's future in the
U.S. Although your statement is intended to support nuclear power,
per se, and only express reservations about reprocessing, the atmospherics may seem "anti nuclear''• Also, by indicating the uncertainties
connected with reprocessing, your position could be used by those supporting
the nuclear moratoria on the November 2 ballot in seven states, and by the
intervenors in California to exploit an existing statute to block further
nuclear construction.
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On the other hand, non-proliferation is a well publicized problem,
receiving a lot of Congressional attention. Governor Carter has staked
out a fairly specific position on the issue and inaction on your part will be
noticeable, particularly since your intention to make a major policy
statement on non-proliferation has been heavily foreshadowed in the press.
If you do not make a statement now, there is a possibility that charges will
be made that you capitulated to pressure from the nuclear industry.
Your Options
1.

Go ahead now with the statement (before the third debate).
Pros
This will get you on record with a series of firm steps
addressing non-proliferation and some of the problems of the
domestic nuclear utilities relative to the back end of the fuel cycle.
It should remove the issue from Carter.
It will make clear .that you. are not comrnitted to any specific

reprocessing demonstration and halt the extreme statements
about your planned bail- out of the A GNS plant owners.
Through leaks here and official approaches abroad, the stage
is set for your statement. To delay will possibly raise public
questions about your commitment, and be anticli1natic when
released later.
Cons
Any Presidential statement acknowledging a significant
proliferation risk will be misrepresented by some to show
that the U.S. cannot safely proceed with nuclear power.
The arms control community and the enviromnentalists, who
favor no reprocessing, will criticize any forward movement
on domestic reprocessing.
There will be some who interpret any c01nmitment by the
government to support reprocessing activities as a secret
intention to bail-out the AGNS plant.
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Many of the proposals in the draft state1nent will not be easy for
untutored readers to distinguish from those put forward by
Carter. This presents the opportunity for a charge of (a) metooisn1 or (b) flip-flop on your support of nuclear energy. Such
charges are a risk, however, if a statement is n1ade anytilne
before the election.

2.

Issue the statement after the debate but before t.he election.
Pros
This might mitigate somewhat the risk of having your position
confused with that of Governor Carter since the specifics could
not be raised in the debate.
You have a good record which you can discuss in debate even
without a statement.
Cons
You will not be on -record at the time of the debate.
Tbe election risl;::s would be tbe snrne

<:1.S

going ahead nov.r.

You may find it difficult to justify the delay in issuing
a statement.
There may not be tin1e to deal with the statement next week,
meaning that a del2.y until after the election is a virtual certainty.
3.

Postpone issuing the statement until after the election. You could
explain that your policy announcement is being delayed pending the
completion of international consultation.
Pros
The nuclear non-proliferation issue n1ay· not arise again in the
ca1npaign. If your statement were badly received (which we
do not expect), you would be bringing the issue back to life
to your
detriment.
Postponement will avoid any possible negative impact the statement
might have on the nuclear 1noratoria votes in seven states on
November 2 and on your support in those states having major
nuclear industries.
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The nuclear area is the one foreign policy is sue in which
Carter has some public credjbility. By raising the issue
via your statement, you will offer him the opportunity to address the
rnatter again and possibly gain stature.
You would avoid charges of n1e-tooism and possibly seeming
to change your position on the support of nuclear power.
Cons
If the non-proliferation issue fires up again in the debate or
during the campaign, you will be able to point only to past
diplomatic actions and to studies underway -- not to a recently
enunciated, comprehensive action plan.

Since this staten1ent has been so prominently foreshadowed in
the press, further delay may be interpreted by some as a
falling back in your conunitn1ent, possibly even seen as caving
to pressure from the nuclear industry.
It would not counter media .criticism that the U.S. plans to
bail- out the AGNS plant.
The possibility that your statem.ent n1ight be used by anti nuclear
intervenors to try to halt nuclear construction in California will
not be mitigated by delaying your statement. That could only
be accon1plished not issuing a statement at all.
The State Deparbnent believes this state1nent could have a
positive effect abroad and will allow us to initiate a new international regime for controlling proliferation. They are
therefore anxious to have the statement issued.
Your Decision

1.

Release the nuclear statement now.

APPROVE
2.

Alternatively, hold it for now, but release it before the election.

APPROVE
3.

--------------------------------

Alternatively, hold it until after the election.

APPROVE

-----------------

Question:

Mr. President, Governor Carter has charged that
your Administration is insensitive and your policy
inadequate on nuclear non-proliferation. Members of
your Administration have indicated that you intended
to issue a major policy statement on non-proliferation
two weeks ago.
Isn't the fact that you haven't
issued such a statement evidence of the validity of
Governor Carter's charge?

Answer:

I am afraid Governor Carter is a little bit of a
late-comer on the non-proliferation issue.
Only a month after I took office, the United States
expressed serious concern to the U.N. General Assembly
about the danger of weapons proliferation. The
following April -- and that is a year and a half ago -at United States instigation, the nuclear suppliers
of the world met in London. Those meetings continued
through 1975, and in early 1976 an interim agreement
was reached with respect to the conditions under which
nuclear materials and technology should be supplied.
Four months later -- and almost a year and a half after
he started running for President -- Governor Carter
made his first statement on this issue.
As in most areas of foreign affairs, this is an area
in which the United States cannot be successful if
it moves unilaterally. Because there are more than
a half dozen other nations which have the capability
of supplying weapons grade materials and technology,
it is absolutely essential to secure common agreement
on the conditions of supply.
It does absolutely no
good to have the United States -- or even a majority
of the suppliers -- acting responsibly, while one or
two suppliers increase their share of the market by
acting irresponsibly.
I have had under review for some months the question
of whether we are doing all that we possibly can in
this area. And I have in mind certain policy decisions
which I believe will be of further help. But before
those decisions are announced, I deemed it absolutely
essential to consult with certain other governments,
building on the relationships we have been able to
establish over the last year and a half. Those consultations are now in progress, and when I am satisfied
with the results, I will announce my decisions.
That may be before the election -- it may be after
the election -- I am simply not going to play politics
with this issue.-

Moderator:

Governor Carter, your response?

Governor Carter:
I must say that Mr. Ford's record on nuclear
nonproliferation is absolutely abysmal.
His answer this evening is just a continuation of his policies
of secret diplomacy and acquiescence to the nuclear industry. His
policy is the product of cynics who say that widespread proliferation
is simply inevitable.
As you know, I have had some considerable experience as a
nuclear engineer. As my experience goes back to 1950, I hardly
think I could be called a late-comer.
Last May, in my speech at the United Nations, I called for worldwide moratorium on plutonium reprocessing, I called for halt
in domestic reprocessing until we are certain of its consequences,
I called for World Conference on Energy, I called for
strengthening of new U.S. nuclear agreements and renegotiation
of existing agreements, I called for more government enrichment
facilities and much heavier emphasis on non-nuclear alternatives.
By contrast, Mr. Ford is the captive of the nuclear power
industry. He has held up nonproliferation legislation so he can
get private enterprise into the uranium enric~~ent business. He
has done absolutely nothing to prevent Pakistan, and Brazil from
getting weapons material. During his Administration he has
done virtually nothing to encourage other countries to join the
nonproliferation treaty.
And what little has been done has been done secretly.
It simply is not a record any of us can be proud of.
Moderator:

President Ford, your response.

Governor Carter's response indicates that he simply does not
understand the problem or what has to be done about it.
He prefers rhetoric to realism.
In my experience there are a few things I have learned.
First, if the United States does not want to be undercut by other
nations selling weapons materials even though we do not, you'd better
get a common agreement among all suppliers -- or else you won't
have anything worthwhile.
Second, you don't negotiate agreements like that on he front
page of the New York Times.
Third, it just counter-productive -- in many cases such as
this -- to be out there calling for other Nations to follow our
lead when you haven't negotiat.e d a basis to be sure that they will.
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Fourth, your best assurance of getting a non-proliferation agreement is to assure that the u.s. remains a major supplier of
nuclear fuel -- which can't be used for weapons. We'd simply
better stay in the game -- if we want a say in how it's played.
To that end, I have supported both public facilities in Ohio
and private facilities which could be located in a number of
other states, including Alabama, Washington and Texas.
The best evidence that the Ford Administration policy of leadership and negotiations has been effective is that during my
Administration, through our encouragement, 16 countries have
joined the non-proliferation agreement including Germany and
Japan.
Governor Carter talks about rhetoric.
results.

I perfer to talk about

\!--

.
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Kris:
The articles on Non-Proliferation.
I think this about covers
the articles •.. if he is thinking
of something else, please let
me know.
karen
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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

.CQ~lFIDElH'fl1dJ

October 22,. 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DICK CHENEY

FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

~

Henry Kissinger feels that it is critical that the Nuclear
Policy Report be issued before the election. He thinks it
preferable not to do it today, but feels that tomorrow or,
at the earliest possible moment, it should be done •. It is
possible that it might even gener_ate favorable public foreign
comment.

DECLASSIFIED

Sec.

E.O. 12958,
H
NSC~4/98, Stat& De:}ft~aes
ByS
, NARA, Date
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Gustave Spath. a ·Jt.wy. with the
Washington office ol. the Nlltural ReSources Defense Council. ac environznen,.
tal group, couceutrat:ed ]!is ~cism on
the proposal to initiate.·- a; demoastr.tiOJ:t
J>roject to examine the uses tA plutonium;
- . ~'The main ~ is that the Ford .Ad..
ministration is using the c:oncem· about
proliferatiOn on a justification for going
ahead with something it has been urging
for mont!bs. mmely, a pt"'fnnll of massive financial a.ssistaoC'e to tbe plutoDium
industry .,
...}~ l.!..:] • •.p
A tl:1fi Administntlon offtdal;'~
tng anonymity, defended the· plutatium
pt'(?ject as essential to developing a sound
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FRENCH NOW FAVOR IMPROVED CONTROV,
OF NUCLEAR SPREAD.
CONCESSION ·TO U.S. PRESSURE.· ·

raris Willing to Consult on Safes
of Atomic Material to Prevent '
Diversion for w_eapons Use '

beell.l

i

In d~osing this. ~hilt; ~~ .statementk
said that France 'would continue to keep .
control of its nuclear . export policy.
France also announced· that it was :
again.U commercial CoJ1lpetition in the ..
sale of nuclear fa~ that might expe-:
dite the .spread of weapons and that it
woulct-.<~onsider ..the·;-establisbm,eut of •

power-generating 'centers .in cOnjunction · ·1

BY .JAMES F. ciAJmy
• Sped&llo ibe Nnr 1'ortr Tlmu

.

France. has not signed the 1968 treaty; .
concluded by the United States, the Sovi-~
et Union ·and Britain, to curb the spread
of nuclear arm~ The pact has now
joined. by 109 nati~ ~~t today's state-;
ment saicf that Frane~..": was• ready to;
"study with interested. pUties any bilat-~ l
eral-or multila~ents" aimed at.:
ass~g safeguardj'_ilq~u~ear exports. -..
To. CODtrol·"EXpOrt Polley ,
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By TIM MP.I'Z
Th~ billion c:ioUar nuclear fuel ~ycllng

ford project, whose costs wculd be more on
the order of $10 mllllon to S30 million.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 13, 1976

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

NUCLEAR POLICY

With the approval of Brent Scowcroft and
Jim Connor, Dave Elliott had Myron Kratzer
of the State Department take another cut
at a draft statement.
This effort is not intended to take the
place of Jim Reichley's effort.
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MEMORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

October 13, 1976
MEMORANDUM FOR:

GLENN SCHLEEDE . /
JIM CONNOR
JIM MITCHELL
JIM REICHLEY

FROM:

DAVID ELLIOTT

SUBJECT:

Draft Presidential Statement on Nuclear Matters

1)_f.

Attached is a draft of a Presidential statement on nuclear matters which
highlights the two key actions: a change of U.S. attitude toward reprocessing, and a commitment to induce other countries to shape their
nuclear programs accordingly. There are two areas in this draft where
I will want to suggest changes; but rather than delay in rewriting, I wanted to
get this into your hands as quickly as possible to see if we are getting
close to an acceptable framework.
State is opposing a clear call for a 3-yea:t moratorium on the export of
reprocessing and enrichment facilities. They have two arguments:
Our chances of getting French cooperation in a de facto moratorium
will be improved if we don't back them into a corner publicly.
In my view, we are already on record, through the many articles that
have appeared, as favoring a moratorium. It will be seen as a
glaring weakening.if the statement fuzzes up this initiative. (State
sees the political problem with not making a straight forward call for
a moratorium and, I believe, is prepared to be rolled on this.)
The consumer countries will react negatively because we will be seen
as trying to deny them teclmology that we already have and that the
NPT would seem to promise them.
I think if we explain (1) the moratorium as being temporary while
the safeguardability of reprocessing is determined, and (2) no consumer
country will actually need reprocessing facilities for at least ten years,
these objections can be dealt with. Furthermore, we cannot hope to
establish a new international attitude toward non-proliferation if we are
pusillanimous in addressing the most dangerous aspect, namely,
exporting reprocessing facilities.

..
RTATEMENT ON NON-PROLIFER\TION
~

Toda:y, :: am addressing myself to an issue of over-

riding concern not only to Americans, but to all
mankind -- tl.e issue of nuclear power and the
proliferatior. of atomic weapons.

It

:~s

a complex

issue; while technical considerations are important,
they are onl} one of several factors i:ha t must be
weighed in tt.e development of a sound national nuclear
policy.

The~

.must be carefully balanced alongside economic,

environmenta~,

foreign policy, and, above all, common

defense and security considerations in arriving at a
policy that best serves our national interests and the
cause of peace.
Non-proliferation -- avoiding the further spread of
nuclear weapons -- has been a priority concern of my
Administration since I took office in 1974.

We have made

substantial progress in reducing the threat that atomic
weapons would come into the hands of more and more
nations

eventually sparking the holocaust that mankind

so rightly fears.

But the enormity of this hazard compels

us to even greater efforts to avert it.
l am announcing today important policy
decisions which have been made as the result of the
unprecedented attention focussed on the non-proliferation issue
throughout my Administration, culminating in a policy review
recently initiated at my personal

dir~ction.
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Policy

Princ~ples

The 'problem of proliferation rai.3es a paradox
stemming fron the intrinsic characteristics of nuclear
energy itself.
On the one hand, this energy sour-ce represents
one of the

b<~st

hopes for satisfying the rising world

energy deman<l and reducing our grm..,.in j dependence on
foreign

ener<~

sources and for dimini3hing the vulner-

ability of tt.e world economy to fluctuations in the supply
of oil.

To ignore this benefit of the peaceful atom is

to risk our ability to act independently in furthering
fundamental eomestic and foreign policy interests vital
to our economic well-being and our essential security
in the world.

Yet nuclear fuel, once it has been burned to produce
power, contains plutonium.

By the technique of chemical

reprocessing, this plutonium can be separated and possibly
made available to generate additional power in the future,
if significant technical complexities and economic uncertainties can be overcome.

Unfortunately -- and this is

the root of the problem -- the same plutonium, when separated
in its pure form, is a key ingredient of nuclear explosives.

The world conmunity simply cannot afford to let this dangerous

'-- 3 -

material and its related technology p:coliferate uncon-

""

trolled over the globe or permit it to be produced
and utilized even by responsible gove::-nments unl-ess stringent ecc•nomic and security condi 1:ions are observed.
We must therefore face both the promise and risk of
nuclear power.

We must strive to sat:·.sfy each nation 1 s

legitimate interest in nuclear power production.

But

we· must also realize that we are all :.n danger unless we
can insure that nations place adequate controls over the
generation and storage of plutonium and other weapons grade
materials, and secure these dangerous materials against
the threat of theft and diversion.
In my efforts to move our non-proliferation policies
forward during the past two years -- working closely
with other major

supplier~

and key consumers -- substantial

progress has been made and the dangers of plutonium and
reprocessing technology have received special attention.
But the need to control plutonium, through prudent
domestic programs and effective multilateral action, has
become even more pressing as we and other nations face
critical decisions in future nuclear t:mergy developments.
It is primarily for this reason, that I recently ordered
the fullscale review of our entire policy in this area.
I received the results of this review before Labor Day.
I have consulted interested states before making public
our new approaches in. this· vital area~

.'

. -. 4 -
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On the J::asis of this review and these consultations,

along with the important input of

co~littees

in both

.

.

houses of Congress, I have made two fundamental decisions:
The firs!:. principal decision which I am announcing
o~:

today represents a major reordering
nuclear power policy.

United States

Even if all the complexities and

uncertainties can be resolved,

reprocE~ssing

is no longer

to· be accepted as a necessary and ine·Ti table step in the
nuclear power fuel cycle, to be developed and commercialized
as quickly as possible.

On the contrary, I am directing

the Administrator of the Energy Research and Development
Administration to reorient US policy and programs on the
basis that reprocessing should proceed commercially only
when there is a demonstrated economic need for this
operation and full assurance that it can be carried out
safely and in a manner that does not prejudge our vital
non-proliferation objectives.

Non-proliferation and

environmental interests, not economic and commercial
interests, will be our guid-e in determining when or whether
to initiate commercial reprocessing.
The second basic decision which

~

am announcing today

is that we will undertake accelerated diplomatic initiatives
to persuade other nations that our reordered evaluation of
the role of reprocessing is a sound

o~e,

which they, in
~

.,

'\

._., :

('

'l .

~'

..

' ...'

):
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theJ.r own. intf~rests, should adopt and implement.

To

be successful, a policy of reducing the worldwide risks

·associated wii:h plutonium requires the cooperation and
support of suppliers and consumers alike.

He will

marshall the resources at our disposal to persuade other
nations to oUJ: point of view, acting in accordance with
long-standing American precepts of meeting our international
obligations.WH will cooperate

close~y

1/ith all suppliers,

as well as with recipient nations, which are prepared to
dedicate themselves to the furtherance of these nonproliferation objectives.
From these two fundamental decis]ons a number of
important corollary decisions and actions flmv, in both
the domestic and international fields.
Domestic Policy
Let us make no mistakes about the current importance of
nuclear energy to our national well-being.

Just as there are

national security risks associated with the use of nuclear
energy, so are there risks to our security in abandoning
this new energy source.

Last month, for the first time,

due in large part to Congressional inaction on the energy
proposals which I have advanced repeatedly·since assuming
office, we wece required to import fully one-half of all
our oil needs; we all know the consequences of the oil
embargo of 1973, when only 33% of our supplies were imported.
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Nuclear power is essential .if we are to limit and
eventually reverse our growing and unilcqeptable dependence
on foreign energy sources.

Under my l1.dministration,.

research and development on new, non-nuclear sources
of energy has increased and I am
more be done.

recor~ending

that still

We must pursue solar aJLd other new energy

sources, far more vigorously.

But we should also

recognize that these new energy

sourc~!S

are in their

infancy, and there is no responsible opinion that they
can contribute in a significant way to meeting our energy
needs before 1990 at the earliest.

Nuclear energy must

fill the substantial needs that remain.
In harnessing nuclear power to meet our national
energy needs the key unresolved issue centers around
reprocessing and recycling of plutonium. Consistent with
my fundamental decision that reprocessing is no longer
to be seen

a~

inevitable, I am authorizing a purely

experimental domestic program:
--- to·assess the·feasibility and safety of re9rocessing
and waste disposal on a scale

nece~sary

to determine fully

the future directions we should take;
to dE.:velop and test new safeguards.approaches;
to pt.rsue technology alternatives to reprocessing;
and·

- 7 to explore possible avenues fer appropriate
foreign parti•:ipation.
I emphasize that we have no preccnception

a~

to.the

necessity, co:nmercial utility, and viz.bili ty of reprocessing and recy:le in our economy.

~ut

we must not permit

our decisions in this field to be madE by default.

To

do so would b= to break faith not onl} with future
generations of Americans, but with ou1 friends and partners
abroad who must look to us to provide a credible justification if asked to refrain from reprocessing.

The

reprocessing experiment which I have c·.ecided <i:ln must remain
an experiment.

It must not stimulate irresponsible demands

by many other nations to develop national reprocessing
industires.

To meet this criterion, it must be conducted

at a scale which although capable of developing and
testing commercial reprocessing technology is far below
the full reprQcessing requirements of the US reactor
system.
While we continue to investigate breeder reactor
technology, which would require

pl~tdnium

fuel, I_ confirm·

this Administration's assessment that we can defer for ten
years any decision to place such reactors into commercial
operation.

~e

know from experience trat the lead time
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for the development of complex technologies in the nuclear
field
is . proJ,onged.
.....

Our option· to decide on the breeder

a decade from now would be an unreal ''ne, if we have not
also develope:!, on an experimental bas. is, the necessary
knowledge of :ommercial-scale · reproce~.sing.

We cannot

foreclose the choice that rightly belcngs to the future
by our

failur·~

Finally,

to find these answers.
on the basis of my

nuc~.ear

policy study, I

have increased by four-fold my budget for our program to
dispose of nuclear waste.

We expect to demonstrate a full

size waste depository by 1985.

I

have recently directed, however, a

sp~ed

up of the program

to demonstrate the components of waste disposal technology
by the end of 1978.

I have also directed that the first

repository be submitted for licensing by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to ensure its safety and acceptability to the public.
Consistent with my decision not to prejudge the
need for reprocessing, I am directing that this waste
disposal program also include careful study of the
feasibility of long-term storage of unprocessed spent
fuel.
In shaping these domestic nuclear policies I am
assigning first priority to non-proliferation and safety
factors.

In this connection, a reprocessing experiment
·.;.-
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in the United States can a.nd will ser:re in the framework
of~our

recently approved

safegu~rds

arrangement with the

IAEA, as a test bed for the development'and demonstration
of safeguards techniques for reproces:>ing facilities·.
Toward this end, we will not only allow, but we will
request, that the International Atomic: Energy Agency apply
the most vigorous possible safeguards to such an
experimental facility.
International Initiatives
I have conducted vigorous

effort~

toward achieving

our non-proliferation goals during the past two years
in a framework of multilateral action, which I believe
to be essential to success, and in

wh~ch

continues to play a leading role.

And because of the

the United States

growth of alternative sources of nuclear supply, I have
rejected highly publicized and unilateral approaches which·
would not only be futile but could readily alienate the
suppliers and consumers whose cooperation we must secure.
My first and most immediate concern was to develop
an improved system of international safeguards and
controls.

Our first proposal for strengthening and

standardizin9 non-proliferation measures_were made at
the United Nations General Assembly in 1974 -- soon
after I assunted office.

I became part.icularly concerned
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that some nuclear supplier countries w,;re prepared for
the sake of ccmpetitive advantage, to offer exports under
conditions less rigorous than we belie·red prudent.· I
communicated these concerns directly to my counterparts
in key supplier and recipient states.
Secretary of

~tate

I directed the

to explore ways of Limiting this

dangerous form of competition through multilateral action.
The first. nuclear suppliers meeri'1g was convened
in London in April 1975, followed by additional meetings
and intensive bilateral consultations.
The results have been gratifying.

We have developed

tighter new guidelines to govern nuclear exports -an achievement significantly upgrading international norms.
I have adopted these guidelines as US policy for nuclear
exports.
Beyond this, the dangers inherent in plutonium have
··-

--'-

called for sp~cial actions which the u.s. has already
begun to take:
-- The·united States does not export repDOcessing
and other nuclear technologies that contribute

to the

spread of sensitive facilities to additional nations.
~-

We have taken firm stands in opposing reprocessing

in Korea and Taiwan and welcome their significant decisions
to forego such activities; this

i~;~

a matter of record.

-
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We have negotiated agreements for cooperation with
'
Egypt and Israel which contain the strictest
reprocessing

provision·s evar included in the twenty year history of
our nuclear cooperation program.
Other irrportant non-proliferation gains have been
made in the two years of my Administration.

Last year,

Germany, Italy, and other European states completed their
processes of ratification of the Non-Proliferation Treaty,
our principal bulwark against the spread of this weapon.
T~is

year, Japan, which I was the first American President

to visit, also ratified the Treaty -- a positive and
welcome step after serious debate over many years.

These

steps represent the culmination of continuing and patient
efforts.

Last month, at my,direction, our representatives

to the International Atomic Energy Agency proposed to
and received the approval of that Agency's Board of
Governors of an agreement offering to place US civil
nuclear facilities under the safeguards of the IAEA.
Despite the gains that have b~en made, the dansers
posed by reprocessing and uncontrolled plutonium demand
further, decisive international action.

There is,in

addition,the parallel risk of spreading uraniumenr"ichment technology which must continue to be effectively
controlled.
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To meet these dangers I propose the following

comprehensive. international program w:1ich flows directly
from the .funcamental policy decisions I have announced
today:
I call upon all nations to join with us in
exercising maximum restraint in the transfer of
reprocessing and enrichment technology and facilities.
This will allow suppliers and consumers to find reliable
";

ways of meeting nuclear needs with minimum risk, as we
assess carefully the wisdom of plutonium use.

As we

proceed in these efforts, we must not be influenced by
pressures to

:~.pprove

the export of the.:se senstiive

facilities.
-- I urge nuclear suppliers to offer, and nuclear
consumers to accept, nuclear fuel services instead of
sensitive nuclear technology.

Nations accepting effective

non-proliferation restraints have a right to expect
reliable and economic supply of nuclear reactors and
associated, non-sensitive fuel.

We must see to it that

all nations share in the benefits of an assured supply
of nuclear fuel, even though the number and location of
sensitive facilities to generate this fuel ·is limited
to meet non-proliferation goals.

The availability of

diverse fuel cycle services in several different nations

./
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can provide ample assurances to conswners of a continuing
ana stable scurce of supply.

There is no more reason

--- indeed, there is far less -- for every nation to
insist ori an indigenous capability fm:- nuclear fuel
production than for any of the many ensential commodities
which are produced in only a limited number of locations.
In addition to supplier fuel services_

I beleive that it

would be worthwhile to continue study:.ng the idea of
a few suitably-sited multinational fuel cycle centers
to serve regional needs, when economically warranted.
Th_rough these and related means, the incentive -or the excuse -- for the spread of dangerous fuel cycie
capabilities must and can be eliminated.
-- The United States will do its part

~o

ensure that

any country accepting responsible restraints on its nuclear
power program will have an assured supply of nuclear fuel.To this end, I have directed the Secretary of State, in
connection with the negotiation of new or amended agreements
for cooperation, to offer binding letters of intent for
the supply of nuclear fuel, to be fulfilled by either
new US Government capacity or by private US suppliers,
at US discret.ion.
States on

the~

There is no controversy in the United

need for -addi tiona! enrichment capacity,

thus ensuring that these supply undertakings will be

.:_

'.· ·~./

·'
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fulfilled by

·~ither

new Government cap3.city or by

.Private US suppliers, as our national ?Olicy unfolds.
The u:3, in certain cases, is preoared now to
enter into ne•1otiations with consuming nations that adopt
responsible

rr~straints

on arrangements under which we

will accept t1eir spent reactor fuel.
appropriate,

·~i ther

We would, as

purchase this spent fuel or exchange

it for fresh, low-enriched fuel.

The amount of compen-

sation will be determined at the time the fuel is ready
to be reprocessed, and will ensure against any economic
disadvantage to the cooperating nation.
-- In pursuing a fuel supply and fuel exchange
program, the United States seeks no commercial advantage
over other suppliers.

The program can and will be

administered in a way which avoids unfair advantage in
the sale of reactors or related services.

At my direction,

the Secretary of State will initiate consultations with
other major suppliers to explore arrangements under which
suppliers might coordinate their fuel cycle resources and.
other means of ensuring that all suppliers will be
able to offer to consumers an uninterrupted and economical
supply of non-sensitive nuclear fuel and fuel services.
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To reinforce these policies on an international
level, we neei to turn our attention to the control
of the plutonium itself, whether in separated form
as unprocessed spent fuel.
plutonium

und~r

The accumulation of

national control is a major destabilizing

influence and, as such, a primary proliferation risk.
The United States will, in the immediate future,
pursue urgent discussions aimed at the establishment
of a new international regime to place under international
auspices the storage of excess civil plutonium and spent
reactor fuel.

This is a proposal which we made to the

IAEA and other interested states last spring and which
I am directing that we vigorously pursue.
Such a regime will greatly strengthen assurances
to the world at large that the growing accumulation of
excess plutonium and spent fuel can be stored safely
pending reentry into the nuclear fuel cycle or other safe
disposition.

I urge the International Atomic Energy

Agency, which is empowered to establish such a repository,
promptly to elaborate and implement this concept.

We

are prepared to work cooperatively with other nations in
developing this idea, and we are willing to pledge
additional resources, including US facilities, to the
International Atomic Energy Agency for this specific purpose.

~\"

'.
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Once a broadly representative IAEA storage regime
is in force, ·:he United States is prepared to place its
....
own excess ci·ril spent fuel and plutonium under this

.

regime.

More•)ver, we are prepared to consider s~rvil)g

as a site for international s·torage under IAEA auspices·
I am certain that this concrete expression of confidence
in international control measures

on~ur

part will

play a highly constructive role in encouraging the
establishment.of this vitally importart arrangement.
In the interim, I am prepared to offer nations assistance
in arranging for spent fuel storage in the US or
elsewhere, where this_will also serve to advance our
non-proliferation interests.
The inspection system of the International Atomic
Energy Agency remains a key element in our entire nonproliferation strategy.

I ascribe the highest importance

to seeing that this system broadly applies to nuclear
power programs throughout the world.

It is crucial

for the world community to insure that the Agency has the
requisite technic.al and human resources to keep pace with
its expanding responsibility.

Accordingly, I have directed

a major commitment of additional financial resources to
the IAEA, and also a mobilization of our best scientific
talent.

Two of our principal national laboratories have

',

------~-~-~~~·-··

\
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been directed to provide support, on a continuing basis,
to £he IAEA Secretariat.
·-

In the same vein, the terrible incxease in violence
and terrorism throughout the world has accentuated our
awareness of the need to assure tha·t- sensitive nuclear
materials and equipment are rigorously protected. -Fortunately,
there is broad appreciation of this prc•blem, and many
nations have
.

~=sponded

to the

initiati\~S

which I have

.

already taken in this area by materially strengthening their
physical security and .bY cooperating in the development of
international guidelines by the IAEA.

As a result of

consultations with other suppliers, compliance with

adequate physical security measures is becoming a normal
condition of supply, and this is an area where all suppliers
and consumers share a common interest.
However, steps are urgently needed to upgrade
physical security systems to meet international norms,
and to assure timely international collaboration in the
recovery of lost or stolen materials.

On the basis of my

review, I have directed that we pursue this need vigorously,
both in a bilateral and multilateral level, including the
exploration of a possible international convention.
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To build a system of international controls that I
have just·outlined is an enormous task, and one on which
the

us

is prepared to embark with all its resources.

.

.

However, no system of controls is likely to be successful
if a potential violator judges that his acquisition of a
nuclear explo:3ive will be received with indifference by
other nations.
For its ;?art, the United States y;ill act to dispel
any such notion.

Any material violation of a nuclear

safeguards agreement, and especially the diversion of
nuclear

mat~rial,

must be universally judged to be an

extremely serious affront to the world community calling
for the immediate imposition of drastic sanctions.

I am

serving notice today that the violation of any safeguards
agreement to which we are a party will, as a minimum,
result in the immediate cut off of our nuclear fuel· supply·
and cooperation.

Even more adverse effects, not necessarily

confined to nuclear cooperation, could occur in our
relationship with the state concerned.

Our actions
'

will not be limited to cases involving our own agreements.

In the event of the material violation of

any safeguards agreement, particularly one with the
IAEA, we will initiate immediate cons1ltations with
all interested states.
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The
ab~lity

univ~rsal

recognition of the total unaccept-

of the abrogation or violatior. of non-proliferation

undertakings

~nd

international safeguards is one of the

most important steps which can be takem to preve~t ·further-----proliferation.

What is needed is nothing less than a

clear proclarration by the heads of all concerned governments
that their nations will regard nuclear wrongdoing as an
intolerable violation of acceptable nc,rms of international
behavior which would set into motion immediate worldwide
machinery to take strong remedial action.
Finally, apart from these initiatives to ensure the
safe and sensible application of nuclear energy when
warranted, we must ·ensure that nuclea1.· power is not
adopted unnecessarily through failure to consider other
alternatives.

To this end, the United States will place

added emphasis on the search for non-nuclear sources of
pm-ve,r. We have proposed the establishment of an
International Energy Institute specifically designed
to assist developing countries match their power needs
to the most economic and most readily available sources
of energy in their circumstances.
source will be non-nuclear.

In many cases, this

Through ·:his Institute

and other appropriate means, we would place special
emphasis on providing technology assistance in
developing indigenous fossil fuel resources as an
alternative to nuclear_ power.
c
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National Export Policy ·
Duri.ng the past two yea.rs, ·the United States has
strengthened its own national nuclear export policies
even as we sought to upgrade internati.onal norms'\
Our interests, however, are not limi te'd to controls
alone.

The US has a special responsibility to share

the benefits of peaceful nuclear enerty with non-nuclear
/

states.

We have long given highest pi~iority ·to being a

reliable supFlier of nuclear fuel and equipment.
recognize that this is in the

·-

interes~

We

of all nations.

But given the choice between commercial benefits and
promoting our non-proliferation goals, our priority
has been and will continue to be given to non-proliferation.
There should, however, be no incompatibility if common
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nuclear expc·rt policies are develope i worldwide, and
t

if all suppliers show common restrai:·1t and resp_onsi.bility.
I am heartened by the progress

vl·~

have achieved in

developing common guidelines for nuclear export policy.
In my judgment, however, there is a need to adopt more
rigorous cortrols in nuclear export policies, and to
favor those nations that accept responsible nonproliferation policies.
this direction.

The United States will move in

On the basis of my study, I have decided

that we will henceforth apply new criteria in judging
whether to enter into new or expanded nuclear cooperation
with a non-nuclear weapon state.

These will constitute the

basis for close consultations with other nuclear suppliers,
recognizing that broad multilateral consensus is essential
for effective non-proliferation restraints which avoid
commercial advantage to any individual suppliers.

Con-

suming states are fully entitled not only to understand
our ground· rules for nuclear supply, but, if they
demonstrate that they share our concerns to participate
in their development, certain in the knowledge that,
equipment aud materials will be provided on a timely
basis to coc,perating nations.
',.
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criteria for entering ir.to new or amended

agreements for cooperation are:
-- whethei non-weapon recipients are NPT

part~es,_

or are clearly planning to adhere to the treaty (NPT
adheren~e

would be a strong positive factor favoring

cooperation) or are prepared to submit to full fuel cycle
safeguards (as well as physical security) in the interim
pending NPT etdherence;
-- whether they are prepared to forego, or
postpone for a substantial period, the establishment
of national reprocessing or enrichment activities or,
in certain cases, are prepared to shape and schedule
their reprocessing and enriching facilities to foster
non-proliferation needs, by delaying until economic needs
are real and where feasible by accepting spent fuel for
reprocessing or alteration through a multinational or
binational approach, and
-- whether they are prepared to participate in an
international storage regime under which excess spent
fuel and any separated plutonium would be placed in an
IAEA storage regime pending use.
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I realize that there may be exceptional cases when
proliferation interests would be best nerved by coopel!tating with states not yet meeting 1:hese tests.
However, I have decided to go beyond the requirements
of present law which calls for Presider:-tial approval of
all new agreemants for cooperation.

Henceforth, the

initiation of :1egotiation of any new agreement with a
nation which i3 not prepared to meet these strict
standards will require my personal appr)val in advance.
In additlon, those nations covered by existing agreements for cooperation, I am directing the Secretary of
State to enter into negotiations with the objective of
conforming these agreements to agreed international guidelines and understandings.
The reliability of American assurances is an asset
that few, if any, nations of the world can match.

It

cannot be wasted, in the nuclear or any other area.
Indeed, nothing could prejudice our efforts to
strengthen our existing non-proliferation understandings
more than arbitrary suspension or unwarranted delays in
meeting supply commitments to countries which are
dealing with us in good faith toward the end of more
effective safeguards and restraints.

The importance

of this principle requires that final authority over the licensingof
nuclear exports be returned to the President.

··;

I
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Despite :.ntensive personal efforts on my part, the
94th Congress adjourned.without passing nuclear export
legj.slation which would have had· a constructive impact
on our policiE!S in this important area. , In the absence
of this

l~gisJ.ation,

I am directing the Secretary of ·

State to work closely with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in brj.nging greater order and increased emphasis
on non-prolifE!ration needs to the nuclear export licensing
process, which is the day-to-day tool through which much
of our non-proliferation strategy

i~

expressed.

I will continue to work with the Congress to give
legislative.impetus to our nuclear export approaches,
with due account of the
support.

ne~d

for broad-based multilateral

I welcome in particular the useful proposals

made by Senator Pastore, Congressmen Anderson and Price,
and their colleagues on the Joint Committee for Atomic
Energy.

On the basis of their suggestions and my

initiatives, I will actively seek bipartisan support
for new legislation in this field during the next session
of Congress •.
The Future
The problem of proliferation demands candor.

It can

perhaps be managed -- but only partially and temporarily
by technical .neasures.

It can be solved, however, if all

of us face the problem realistically.

These realities

are fundamentally political, relating to the determination
and foresight of leaders in resisting perceived short-term :· ..
advantages in favor of fundamental long-term gains.
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-25ask all

leade:~s

to see that their individual and collective

interests are bestserved by internationally assured and
safeguarded
nuclear fuel supply,
....
.

servi~es

and storage.

We ask them to turn aside from pursuin·:J IlUclear capabilities
which arec(dQUhtful economic value and iVhich, from the per-

/\

.

.

spective of non-proliferation, are ominous.
The

reco~~d

of the past is not perfect.

But the broad

consensus aga~nst the acquisition of nuclear weapons is
a source of encouragement, though not

3.

basis for complacency.

I do not underestimate the scope and complexity of
the program I have just put forward.

Its success depends

on an extraordinary coordination of the policies of all
nations toward the common good.

The U.S. is prepared to

lead, but we cannot succeed alone.

If nations can move

together constructively and cooperatively in managing
our common nuclear problems, we will not only enhance our
collective security but we will be better able to concentrate our energies and our resources on the great
tasks of construction rather than consume them in a
process of increasingly destructive rivalry.
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